L'auteur de ce document ne se propose pas de régler tous ces problèmes, mais son travail constitue une tentative de synthèse des divers aspects de la question.


Cette étude est composée de divers documents dont chacun est suivi d'un questionnaire approprié. En appendice, le lecteur trouvera les principaux extraits de l'enseignement du Pape sur le sujet.


The material contained in the pamphlet was delivered as a speech in Chicago by CWA President Joseph A. Beirne, before the National Time and Motion Study and Management Clinic of the Industrial Management Society. It seems up the labor's view of collective bargaining which "will work", with good faith and mutual trust on both sides, if the process is truly a two-way street.

The author starts his exposé in précising a few basic concepts such as "labor is people" and because of this management and labor must, in order to maintain good labor-management relations, recognize the dignity of the worker with all the following logical consequences. Labor defends freedom which is the characteristic of the American labor movement; freedom means freedom of association without any opposition to free enterprise, but to monopoly control.

And, contrary to the propaganda, labor does not seek war with industry; indeed, both workers and proprietors of the American industry have a common ground in the successful maintenance of enterprise. Labor wants peaceful and mutually profitable relations with industry and is willing to talk and bargain; so, strike is its last resort. It wants no more company unionism.

In an other section of his speech, Mr. Beirne says that "the union is the logical extension of the group-urge among people"; he examines the various factors which have to be considered by the union before entering into negotiations with management. He, then, makes a short digression to look at some economic theory relating to wages and prices and makes a few considerations on the old and still existing theory of supply and demand. Union's demands are more and more based on facts, on reason. These demands fall into two categories, economic and non-economic.

Labor does not want the paternalism of some employers — paternalism which is bad and for the workers, and for industry and for America. Labor is fighting to eliminate unfair sex differentials in order to obtain equal pay for equal work and is also fighting for seniority. It is necessary for both, the employer and the employee to have a good grievance machinery or grievances procedures culminating in arbitration.

"Union shop, states the author, creates employer-union harmony and leads to full acceptance on both sides of a working partnership." Compulsory arbitration cannot build good labor relations, because labor needs and seeks freedom, implying the freedom of association and strike.

Commenting on industry-wide bargaining, the President of the CWA-CIO thinks that such bargaining seems to be the only logical answer for big business; then he concludes his speech insisting on the definite responsibilities which lay on both labor and management and which are essential to good labor-management relations.